OWN YOUR SHARE IN A PROFITABLE TELECOM BUSINESS

ABOUT

Miracle Tele is a fully operational mobile virtual network operator that offers high-quality international call and browsing services in 163 countries and uses the principles of collaborative economy on blockchain to provide its clients with biweekly token holder rewards.

VISION

We at Miracle Tele want to grow together with the world and tend to the changing needs of the telecom customers by offering them improved privacy, lack of bureaucracy, reduced rates, and value added services as well as freedom of access to financial and utility tools via blockchain all in one place.

THE WORLD IS TALKING ABOUT

MIRACLE TELE

TOKEN HOLDER REWARDS

Stacking is a system—powered by blockchain and similar to Proof of stake—lets members of Miracle Tele who have TELE tokens get token holder rewards every two weeks.

The reward calculation formula is based on the growth of our telecom network and every two weeks we distribute 40% of our net profit between all users who stack their tokens.

PRODUCTS

- Cheap outgoing calls, free incoming calls
- Mobile data usage at reduced rates
- Worldwide shipping of SIM cards via Czech Post
- Multiple virtual numbers from different countries per SIM card

PURCHASE YOUR TELE TOKENS RIGHT NOW

Please remember to **USE ONLY YOUR PERSONAL ETH ADDRESS** and never use an address from an exchange platform.

By making payment to our ETH address you agree to **Token Sale Agreement** and **Terms of Service**.

ORDER YOUR SIM CARD NOW >
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